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We use density functional theory (DFT) calculations to show that oxygen vacancies (vO) induce
noncentrosymmetric polar structures in SrTi0.75Fe0.125Co0.125O3−δ (STFC) with δ = {0.125, 0.25},
enhance the magnetic moment and give rise to large changes in the electric polarization |∆P |. Vari-
ations of δ or oxygen vacancy migration for a given deficiency are shown to be effective mechanisms
to tune the ferroic order parameters, with the former yielding |∆P | values up to ∼ 8µC/cm2 while
the latter yields |∆P | up to ∼ 23µC/cm2. The underlying mechanism is the differentiated self-
regulatory-like ferroic response of Fe and Co through the (Fe/Co)-vO and Fe-vO-Co interactions,
which drive B-site off-centering, bending of O4,5 incomplete octahedra and B-vO aligned distor-
tions, all with characteristic charge redistributions. Our results capture characteristics observed in
the end-members of the series SrTi(Co,Fe)O3, and predict multiferroic behavior that could also be
present in other ABO3−δ magnetic oxides.
Materials that possess simultaneously at least
two ferroic orders (ferroelectricity, ferroelasticity,
and ferro/ferri/antiferromagnetism) are described as
multiferroic1. The search for such materials has ex-
panded to several classes of systems, of which the
magnetic perovskites provide outstanding examples
with a wide range of cation compositions and oxygen
stoichiometries1–3. Among transition metal (TM)
perovskites, SrTiFeO3−δ (STF) and SrTiCoO3−δ (STC)
both display magnetization that depends on their
oxygen content, with typically higher magnetization
at higher levels of oxygen deficiency (δ)4–6. On the
other hand, at room-temperature, stoichiometric SrTiO3
(STO) is a nonmagnetic paraelectric. At low tem-
peratures it presents an antiferrodistortive structural
change that suppresses the ferroelectric (FE) ordering,
as well as quantum fluctuations that forbid the FE
phase-transition7,8. Several mechanisms promote a FE
phase in STO, e.g. the application of electric fields,
A-site cation substitution, strain in thin films9,10 and
non-stoichiometric solid solutions have all been proposed
to lead to a ferroelectric response11,12. Defects such as
coupled Sr (vSr) and O (vO) vacancies, vSr with intersti-
tial ITi, anti-site TiSr and SrTi and their coupling with
vO
13–15 have been suggested to promote ferroelectricity
in STO with Sr/Ti atomic ratio close to 116. A-site
defects such as vSr can also mediate polar effects in
(111)-oriented and (001)-bulk-terminated STO-based
perovskites17,18.
In the case of STF, nanocrystalline thin films dis-
play ferroelectricity with saturation polarization up to
6.17µC/cm2 depending on the Fe concentration19, and
recently room temperature multiferroicity in Fe-doped
Ti-rich STO was realized20, with field-driven |∆P | up
to ∼ 2 µC/cm2. Such Fe-dependent polarization was
attributed to Fe-vO coupling and the simultaneous
symmetry reduction due to the Fe substitution19.
Nevertheless, the microscopic mechanisms that underlie
the electric polarization and relate the vacancies and
the structural/magnetic degrees of freedom remain
unclear. For STC, although its FE properties have
not been explored, preliminary work21 suggests that
STC could share some FE characteristics in common
with O-deficient STO. STC has a relatively large band
gap and room temperature magnetization as well as
off-centering mechanisms induced by incorporation of
Co22 or through the Co-vO-Ti distortion
23.
Here, we theoretically explore a perovskite
SrTiFeCoO3−δ (STFC)23. This materials family
has been experimentally studied in the context of oxygen
transport in membranes and electrical conductivity as
well as in memristor applications and oxygen electrodes
in solid oxide cells24–26. We demonstrate by using
density functional theory (DFT) calculations that oxy-
gen vacancies (vO) in SrTi0.75Fe0.125Co0.125O3−δ with
δ = {0.125, 0.25} induce non-centrosymmetric polar
structures, which support large electric polarization
changes |∆P | through vO migration and/or O-deficiency
changes that are compatible with a robust magne-
tization. We explore a variety of vO configurations
and show how |∆P | varies within ∼ 23µC/cm2 for
lowest-energy stabilized vO, with δ = 0.125 systems
displaying the highest resolved polarization differences.
Our results capture key aspects of recent results on
Fe-Co substituted STO, and give a further insight into
the electronic and structural mechanisms that would
enable the realization of multiferroics by using specific
defects and/or cation distributions in ABO3−δ.
Spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed using
the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP 5.4)27
within the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method28
with an energy cutoff of 500 eV and 4 × 4 × 4 k -point
grids for relaxation calculations as well as 6 × 6 × 6 k -
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2point grids for static calculations. The valence electrons
included in the chosen pseudopotentials for Sr, Ti, Fe,
Co and O are 4s24p65s2, 3d34s1, 3d74s1, 3d84s1 and
2s22p4, respectively. All ions and supercell parameters
were relaxed until atomic forces were below 0.05 and
0.01 eV/A˚, for large and intermediate δ respectively.
Oxygen migration barriers were computed using the
(NEB) method,29 with forces and energies converged
below 100 meV/A˚ and 10−5 eV, respectively. The
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) within the
Dudarev approach for the Hubbard +U correction
(GGA+U) was used for d electrons of the TM30. The
U values used for Fe, Co and Ti are 3, 9 and 8 eV,
respectively, and were chosen based on an extensive
search for lattice parameters, local magnetic moments
and band gap behaviors that would best represent the
end members SrTiO3, SrFeO3 and SrCoO3, as well as the
intermediate solutions SrTi1−xFexO3 and SrTi1−xCoxO3
with x = {0.125, 0.25}4,5; such values also capture key
aspects of hybrid simulations for STFC23, and are
used to calculate the migration features. The electric
polarization was calculated for resulting semiconductor
solid solutions by using the Berry’s Phase approach31,
as implemented also in VASP. Pre- and post-processing
were performed with VESTA32, CrystalMaker R©33 and
pymatgen34.
SrTi0.75Fe0.125Co0.125O3−δ prototypes are modeled
with 2 × 2 × 2 supercells, with Fe-Co ions aligned along
[100], [110], and [111] directions as shown in upper panel
Figure 1(a). Studies of order and coordination of TM-
cations have recently given new insights into the stabi-
lization of multiferroic parameters4,5,23, and to other be-
haviors such as the anionic-redox paradigm and voltage
decay in Li-ion batteries35,36. vO are created by removing
one (δ = 0.125 ⇒ δ01) or two (δ = 0.25 ⇒ δ02) oxygen
atoms from the relaxed δ = 0 ⇒ δ0 system and follow-
ing a symmetry analysis of the configuration space with
a tolerance of 10−3A˚. We found that the [100] and [110]
aligned configurations have 7 nonequivalent O-deficient
configurations each while the [111] aligned configuration
has 3 for δ01, all shown in Figure 1(a). For δ02, we found
156 nonequivalent double-vacancy structures. We used
a charge-background approach37, and considered all the
atomic valence states. Charged defects are not consid-
ered because our calculations suggest spontaneous charg-
ing of the vO is negligible, even for an excess or deficiency
of electrons, in agreement with Reference23. Correspond-
ingly, for each distribution of atomic valences, we initial-
ized the system with the possible combinations of high
and low Co and Fe spin states38, allowing FM and AFM
magnetic orderings to relax with and without magnetic
constraints5.
We focus here on O-deficient STFC perovskites
because oxygen deficiency is commonly observed exper-
imentally. Likewise, we also focused on materials with
large local magnetization, narrowing our final analysis
to 57 of the configurations mentioned above, displayed
Figure 1: (a) Fe-Co arrangements in a 2× 2× 2
perovskite cell and vO positions for δ01. (b) Formation
energies Ef for the gs (lowest energy states) found for
all vO in the three Fe-Co configurations for δ01, and (c)
Ef for δ02; vO positions are labeled with letters
39.
Circled solutions a, b, c (δ01) and a
′, b′ and e′ (δ02) are
used for subsequent analysis.
in Figure 1 and Figure S1, which present at least one vO
coordinating Fe or Co39 favoring the high-spin state5,23.
We first analyze the formation energy Ef for every
vacancy: Ef = EvO − Eδ0 + NvOµO, where EvO is the
total energy of the defective supercell after relaxation,
and Eδ0 is the total energy of the δ0 supercell for the
corresponding [100], [110], and [111] Fe-Co orientations.
NvO is the number of O atoms removed, and µO the
chemical potential with respect to O2
40. Due to the
GGA/PBE O2 overbinding error, we corrected the
energies by using the fitted experimental enthalpies41,42;
although negative Ef has been associated with oxygen
mediated phase-separation or non-negligible defect
interactions43, here it is not expected. Figure 1(b) and
(c) displays Ef for the ground states (gs) of δ01 and
δ02 configurations as obtained among all the initializa-
tions for each vO. Magnetic TM cations are able to
accommodate a wider range of spin states than their
diamagnetic counterparts, though both respond through
their valence states to stoichiometry conditions, which
could nevertheless also lead to non-stoichiometry and
hopping conductivity. Because mobile charges would
3Table I: Semiconductor ground states (gs): [100]a,b,c for δ01, Figure 1(a); and [100]a′,b′,e′ for δ02, Figure 1(b). ∆E
with respect to the lowest gs.
a b c Volume µB/Fe µB/Co µB/u.c. Order ∆E (meV/f.u.) Egap (eV)
[100]a 8.049 7.976 7.976 512.074 4.06 3.45 8.88 FM 0.0 0.19
[100]b 8.053 7.988 8.030 516.534 3.43 2.94 0.85 AFM 12.15 0.37
[100]c 7.991 8.014 8.016 513.295 4.12 3.32 0.90 AFM 20.99 0.63
[100]a’ 7.926 8.046 8.046 513.147 3.64 2.87 7.03 FM 0.0 1.13
[100]b’ 8.104 8.027 8.014 521.333 4.06 2.84 0.88 AFM 31.3 1.47
[100]e’ 7.956 8.106 8.045 518.817 4.06 2.92 6.86 FM 59.54 1.44
screen out the electric polarization and therefore not be
suitable for our investigation of ferroelectric response,
if a conducting gs is found, the energetically-closest
semiconductor solution is then considered unless hybrid
results predicted otherwise23.
Ef reveals the preference for vO to be coordinated
by [100]- and [111]-oriented Fe-Co pairs. However,
the total energy of [100]-configurations is lower by at
least ∼ 0.2 eV for δ01, and ∼ 0.6 eV for δ02. If the
oxygen deposition pressure is progressively decreased,
the resulting O-deficient perovskite would contain δ0
features, and formation-energy differences between
Fe-Co-arranged pairs would favor [100]-configurations
by ∼ 0.1 vs. [110] and ∼ 0.9 eV vs. [111]. These trends
narrow our focus of interest to the gs semiconductor
states for the [100] arrangement, which is in accordance
with hybrid results23. Henceforth, we comprehensively
analyze the magnetic/electric order parameters of the
three lowest-energy gs of O-deficient structures with the
[100] Fe-Co arrangement, as indicated in Figure 1. The
structural and magnetic properties of such perovskites
are displayed in Table I. The system relaxes to FM
ordering in the ground state with AFM ordering as
excited solutions for both δ01 and δ02. The Fe and
Co ions are stable as high spin-states for δ01 and their
magnetic moments slightly decrease from [100]a to
[100]a’. FM and AFM orderings compete among excited
states depending on the number and location of vO
with respect to the Fe-Co pair. These qualities are in
agreement with hybrid calculations4,5,23. We focus on
studying differences in electrical polarization between
the structures illustrated in Figure 2. Ground states
as well as excited configurations are considered so that
magnetization changes can be compared more generally
with the electrical polarization behavior.
The electric polarization order parameter is defined as
~P = ~Pion + ~Pelec + ~PQ, with ~Pion and ~Pelec the ionic and
electronic contributions, respectively. ~PQ =
e~R
V is defined
as the quantum-of-polarization, ~R being a lattice vector
and V the corresponding volume of the cell. ~PQ defines
a series of branches for the polarization, which result in a
lattice-valued quantity as displayed in Figure 244–47. ∆P
is only determined within such a ~PQ uncertainty but can
be resolved by calculating the polarization at interme-
diate steps connecting the end-structures e.g., resulting
from ionic displacements, defect migration or strain and
pressure induced structural changes44,45. Figure 2 reveals
the values of electrical polarization in STFC. We relate
the electric polarization to the vacancies by showing the
resulting |∆P | between two specific defective structures.
Figure 2 (a) for δ01 shows that O-deficient STFC per-
ovskites can have sufficiently non-centrosymmetric polar
structures to yield outstanding |∆P | values. The small-
est change in polarization, within e~R/V uncertainty, oc-
curs when the system transitions from [100]a to [100]b
i.e., 8.8µC/cm2; and comparing [100]c-[100]b or [100]a-
[100]c we obtain 12.5µC/cm
2 and 11.7µC/cm2, respec-
tively, which are similar to or higher than that of other
ferroelectrics1,2. HSE06 and PBE+U give similar po-
larization values according to Figure 2 (b) (overlapping
|∆P | triangles).
Structural deformation due to oxygen diffusion
could lower symmetry and lead to large lattice-
parameter changes as in the strain/pressure-induced fer-
roic transitions4,6,48, therefore it serves as a footprint to
resolve |∆P |. Hence, we analyze the effects of adiabatic
oxygen migration by following NEB-relaxed paths49,50
between selected vO sites. Symmetry-equivalent vO con-
form symmetric barriers while migrations between gs-
vO and excited defects are represented by asymmetric
barriers as it can be seen in Figures S2-S439, which re-
semble e.g., oxygen diffusion along different O5-defined
NaBiTiO3 planes
51. We have displayed in Figure 2 (a)
the polarization footprint of a system in which an oxy-
gen moves from the Fe-O-Co position to the vO in [100]c
and back to the vO in [100]a along the path illustrated in
Figure 2 (c). The semiconducting character of the sys-
tem is preserved throughout the migration path, which
has a y-reflection symmetry and thence provides Py = 0
centered solutions, while the magnetic Fe/Co states are
barely perturbed. This analysis suggests that O migra-
tion in STFC is able to generate relatively large |∆P |,
with the respective end-points in the polarization plane
unrestricted to the first quantum ~PQ such that, for in-
stance, |∆P | for [100]a-[100]c vacancies switching would
increase to ∼ 23µC/cm2.
4Figure 2: ~PQ differentiated polarization within the Berry’s phase approach. (a) |∆P | between δ01 gs in Table I.
Symmetrical x-axis ~P for [100]a (dashed) is also shown. (d) Same as (a) but involving δ02 gs. (b) The sides of the
triangles represent |∆P | for the respective end-states in the inset frame; the |∆P | values are shown on each side
(PBE/HSE06). (e) Same as (b) but for a combination of δ01 and δ02 configurations. (c) STFC supercell with
O-migration between [100]a ⇔ [100]c (~P fingerprint shown in (a)). (f) Same as (c) but between [100]b’ ⇔ [100]e’.
Colored circles represent different vO.
Our calculations reveal key aspects of how the inter-
play between Fe and Co affects the ferroic parameters.
Figures S2-S5 show that barriers in STFC are around
∼ 50 meV, similar to those calculated for STO (∼ 58
meV) previously52. Interstitial migrations that favor
Co-vO-Ti parallel directions are favored, which in turn
enhances Pz, as seen in Figure S2(c) and S3(c). A
larger change of polarization (∼ 26µC/cm2) can be
obtained if we consider the migration between equivalent
vO at O5-Co for [100]c as shown in Figure S4, though
this path has barriers almost two fold higher than
the gs-vO bounded migration. If we now compare the
migration paths at O5-Co and O5-Fe from Figures S2
and S5, we see how while the band gap of the former
is maximum at the midpoint of the migration, from
Fe-vO-Co to Co-vO-Ti, the gap of the latter disappears.
This leaves us with a large |∆P | along O5-Co and
with a possibly metallic and therefore not well defined
electric polarization for the migration path at O5-Fe; the
magnetic moments in the former case are slightly larger
but the vacancy-induced TM spin-states differentiation
effect observed also in STC5 is also larger, and even
larger for δ02. This suggests that the underlying guide-
lines for the ferroelectric/magnetic order parameters
in TM-substituted STOδ, based not only on valence
accommodation, electronegativity and atomic ratio, but
rather on the electronic character of the (Co/Fe)-vO
defects and their correlation with the TM and vO
topological disorder.
Figure 2 (d) presents |∆P | information in the same
way that Figure 2 (a) but using the three δ02 structures
in Table I, and the differences are associated with
∆δ = 0.125 between [100]a’ and [100]a or [100]b. It
5Figure 3: (a) Lowest two |∆P | at each δ, out of all the studied configurations. Inset: |∆P | vs tetragonal strain for
selected states. (b) Fe, Co and Ti1,2 magnetic moments along NEB migration paths displayed in Figure 2 for δ01
and δ02. (c) Total and d-orbital Fe/Co charges vs δ with respect to δ0 perovskites. (d) Fe/Co and supercell
magnetic moments for the global gs at each δ.
displays also the electric polarization fingerprint for
adiabatic O-migration of the Fe-O-Ti oxygen perpendic-
ular to the Fe-Co line in [100]b’ to Fe-vO-Co in [100]b’,
leading to [100]e’, as Figure 2 (e) and (f) illustrates. By
comparing the triangular and quadrilateral figures in (a)
and (d), which are labeled with the magnitude of their
sides (|∆P | units) in (b) and (e), three observations
emerge: (1) connected polar end-structures for δ01 (sim-
ilar triangles in (b) and (e) connecting green-blue-red
circles) yield larger |∆P | than those obtained for δ02,
with differences between the first two gs configurations
for δ01 and δ02 being 8.8µC/cm
2 and 2.7µC/cm2, re-
spectively; this is a persistent trend amongst O-deficient
perovskites in Figure 1. The largest |∆P | for δ02 states
in Table I is smaller than the lowest difference for δ01.
(2) Increasing δ by creating additional vO yields |∆P |
values that are more sensitive to the vO symmetry.
However, the |∆P | values are consistently larger if
the initial and final O-deficient solid-solutions do not
share a similar vO position but a vacancy-migration
mechanism affects at least one vO. On the contrary, if
such defect symmetry is allowed, as between the global
gs for δ01 and δ02, corresponding to [100]a and [100]a’
((c) and (f)), the polarization change decreases, with
the lowest |∆P | = 3.0µC/cm2 for two symmetric a-type
vO as shown in Figure 1. (3) Oxygen migration for
δ01, between two of the configurations considered in
Table I (or their symmetrical representations), could
generate a finite ∆P through a continuous polarization-
footprint linking the end-states. For δ02 however, such
a polarization-footprint could present a non-monotonic
path due to polarization jumps of magnitude compara-
ble to the single-vacancy |∆P | (triangle sides in Figure
2(b)), which is related to an emerging magnetic state
in specific Ti ions that coordinate the Fe-Co pair as we
will describe below. Non-smooth paths such as those
displayed in Figure 2(d) could still not be enough to
resolve |∆P | for δ02, yet they do reveal that there is
a change in the branch PQ separating the available
end-solutions of the electric-polarization, which would
again lead to |∆P |-magnitudes comparable to the ones
described above for δ01 (|∆P | within ∼ 20− 30µC/cm2)
and larger than those resolved in Figure 2(e) e.g., up to
∼ 32µC/cm2 for [100]b’-[100]e’.
We have discussed these polarization changes in terms
of oxygen diffusion. This may be controlled electrochem-
ically, e.g. by ionic liquid gating or oxygen pumping, or
it may be driven by temperature fluctuations or strain
effects. This provides the possibility of direct control
over the polarizability of such materials post-growth
as well as via the oxygen pressure during growth. The
largest |∆P | attainable, according to our calculations,
likely requires vacancy migration. This mechanism
6has been widely studied in solid perovskite fuel cells,
perovskite-based capacitors, solid electrolytes and all-
oxide electronics53,54, however, its use in multiferroics
as a mechanism to assist ferroic-order is unexplored. In
Figure 3 we show that, given a suitable compromise be-
tween oxygen-stoichiometry and 3d-cation composition
and ordering, electric and magnetic order parameters
could be tuned in STFC and potentially in other
ABO3−δ semiconductors.
Figure 3 (a) suggests polarization changes are larger at
δ01 and slightly lower, versus δ, for processes connecting
higher-Ef vacancies. This behavior qualitatively repli-
cates the magnetization trend in Figure 3 (d) and follows
experimental results for STF4. The maximization of
both polarization and magnetic moment is unexpected
considering the 3d-orbital paradigm i.e., partly filled
3d-orbitals promote magnetism but disfavor FE1,2. In
STFC, when O-deficiency is engineered, Fe and Co ap-
pear to respond differently to the oxygen stoichiometry,
with Fe driving the largest magnetism changes, see
Figure 3 (b) and (d), and Co the non-centrosymmetric
charge redistribution, see Figure 3 (d) and 4 (a). This
observation is also suggested by Figure 3 (c), which
shows appreciable changes in Fe d-orbitals in comparison
to negligible changes in the orbitals of Co, while the Co
total-charge variation is larger vs. that in Fe. Another
indication of these different responses is the partially
gapless migration in Figures S5, whose main difference
with the one in Figure 2(c), both including [100]a, is to
relax along the edge of Fe-O5 instead of Co-O5. The
O5 and O4 coordination of Fe and Co, reflected through
the local charge in Figure 3(c) for δ02, and the Fe and
Co electronegativities play an important role in such
behavior as well.
The presence of a second vO triggers a Co magnetic
response in addition to the activation of a change in total
charge of Fe. The respective trends can be exchanged
between Fe and Co using excited combinations of
vacancies, shown by the error-bars in 3(c). Nevertheless,
with a second vO the Fe-Co t2geg electron population
would no longer define the saturation magnetization
alone but the Ti starts to play a role by contributing
magnetization equivalent to one electron, as seen in
Figure 3 (b), where the magnetization originates on
the O5-coordinated Ti1 and Ti2 for Co-vO-Ti in [100]b’
and Fe-vO-Ti in [100]e’. In the Ti1 case nonetheless,
the quenching of its magnetization happens through
a O4 to O5 Co-coordination change, as illustrated for
the O-migration above, which suggests the d-charge
variation in Co from δ02 to δ01 is due to a stronger
3d-2p hybridization in Co-O-Ti for that particular TM
configuration as shown in Figure 4. This last aspect
differs slightly from the behavior of magnetic SrTiO3−δ7
as in that case non-filled 3d-Ti orbitals can locally
define the magnetization; for Ti1 the vOb’ symmetry
predicts a superexchange-like effect. Also, the inset in
Figure 4: Projected (left) and 3D charge density
difference (right) ∆ρ = ρ(δ01)− ρ(δ0) + ρ(ORemoved),
with ρ the respective charge densities, for [100]a (a) and
[100]c (c) configurations. Charge
accumulation/depletion (positive/negative ∆ρ) is
represented using light-blue/dark-blue colors (left) and
yellow/light-blue lobes (right).
Figure 3(a) shows how even small resulting |∆P | for
δ02-configurations are robust with respect to lattice
strain, which could be useful if we were to use strain
mechanisms to tune the migration barriers while conserv-
ing specific symmetries for the defected end-structures55.
Figures 4(a) and (b) as well as Figure S639 illustrate
the resulting non-centrosymmetric structures driven
by the Fe-vO-Co and Co-vO-Ti “effective defects”,
which present different local charge-redistribution
environments triggered by the different Fe and Co
electronegativities, radii and topological order in the
perovskite. The system has a tendency to self-regulate
the transition metals and the interplay between the
B-site ions and the vacancy distribution emphasizes
the extent of such a mechanism, which is stabilized
beyond local coordination as also discussed by hybrid
studies23, which can take into account larger interaction
effects. In [100]a (a) and [100]c (b) we can see the
off-centering of Fe-Co and Co-Ti, respectively, as well
as the bending of the coordinating O5, and the different
alignments of the O-2p orbitals with respect to the
vO. [100]a ends up with a P4mm structure without
inversion symmetry along the Fe-Co direction, and
7Figure 5: Fe, Co and O projected density of states
(DOS) for [100]a,c and [100]b′,e′ corresponding to δ01
and δ02, respectively.
[100]c has a Pmm2 orthorhombic structure, which is
reflected in the total polarizations in Figure 2. In the gs
case for δ02 the inclusion of a second vO in O-Fe-vO-Co
reestablishes the aforementioned inversion symmetry
and as a consequence the polarization decreases.
Figure 5 shows the density of states for the states
linked by O-migration described above. Ti densities
show a similar hybridization for the {Fe−O5, Co−O5}
to {Fe − O6, Co − O5} migration so Ti1 and Ti2 are
evenly polarized. Ti densities for the {Fe−O5, Co−O4}
to {Fe − O5, Co − O5} migration and δ02 have an
unpaired electron ∼ −1 eV, which is due to the Ti1 and
Ti2 magnetization “exchanging”. For δ01, the band gaps
have acceptor-like states given by the hybridization of
O-p orbitals with Co-eg, which in the [100]c case is very
slightly influenced by Fe-eg. The population near the
Fermi energy is dominated by Fe-eg in this case. For δ02,
the band gaps are defined by a close overlap of Fe-t2g
and Fe-eg orbitals. The Fermi energy is dominated by
Fe-eg in the [100]b’ case and by a hybridization of this
last one with Co-t2g in the case of [100]e’. Overall Figure
5 shows a tendency of Fe to be half-filled (e.g. at ∼ 2
and ∼ −6 eV), as well as the mixed-conductors electron
affinity/mobility of Co (at ∼ −5 and ∼ 1 eV).
Emerging structural and electronic features can be
foreseen when looking at the oxygen migration barriers
beyond the end-states stabilization extent. Figures S2
- S5 show that end-minima for barriers between two
distinct vO are subtly widened, which is partially due to
the bending of the oxygen octahedra that allows charge
rearrangement with a lower energy penalty compared to
octahedral rigid rotation; O5 undergoes an initial rigid
rotation before bending the planes perpendicular to the
(Fe/Co)-vO axis toward the oxygen migration direction.
Trapping effects could also be present as strongly
suggested by the symmetric-vacancies migration energy
in S4; though this path implies larger energy barriers,
the modulation of the TM valence spin states through
different topological (Fe/Co)-vO ordering, can unbalance
the energy landscape tuning the trapping effect in a
similar way to what oxygen vacancy migration do for
Gd-doped CeO2
56. The vacancy for [100]c seems to
be slightly trapped too, however, for that path there
is a semi-metallic solution for the end-state so the
vacancy could also relax smoothly to that state instead
of activating the semiconductor gs. For this last case the
slightly negative energy that appears when comparing
the energy-landscape of the conductor and semicon-
ductor solutions at the end-state is a reflection of the
instability of the respective interstitial images, as has
been observed in electrolytes under strain55, as well as of
promotion of TM shifting/diffusion through vO migra-
tion, which has been recently studied in bulk LiNiO2
57.
In general, oxygen migration between O5,6 sites depends
on the pathway and the coordinating A(B) ions for the
end-vO, as we have three different B-ions with Fe, Co
and Ti stabilized in different spins states, we expect
our system to mimic a variety of features for the migra-
tion barriers as described for O2 diffusion in NaBiTiO3
51.
Experimental engineering of oxygen-deficient TM-
based magnets/ferroelectrics is now within reach. Stable
three-state nonvolatile memory devices were realized
by combining both ferroelectricity and oxygen vacancy
migration in Pt/BTO/STO, were oxygen vacancies
modify the switching properties58. Combined in situ
scanning probe and transmission electron microscopy
has been used to study the field-induced migration of
oxygen vacancies in thin films of PrCaMnO3. In this
last case the existing oxygen vacancies in the material
have been imaged in situ and are found to migrate
under an external electric field59. Measurements of
thermally stimulated and pyroelectric currents were
performed in STO single crystals subjected to an electric
field. A dielectric to pyroelectric phase transition in
an originally centrosymmetric crystal structure with
an inherent dipole moment is found, which is induced
by oxygen migration60. Moreover, changes in oxygen
content are achievable e.g., by ionic liquid gating, so
one has a path to modulating the properties in real
time61. For instance, it has been recently shown that
redox-driven reversible topotactic transformation in
epitaxial SrFeCoO3−δ thin films can be achieved at low
temperature and at atmospheric pressure. This trans-
formation triggers changes in electronic structures as
well. These reversible redox reactions and/or associated
changes at low temperature and under atmospheric
pressure are particularly valuable to develop a cathode
for solid-oxide fuel cells62.
To summarize, we demonstrated that STFC is a
magnetic semiconductor capable of sustaining ferroelec-
8tricity for a range of TM orderings and O-deficiencies.
Variations of δ and O-migration are effective mechanisms
to tune electric and magnetic polarization changes and
therefore engineer perovskites using O-deficiency and
cation arrangement. The physics behind this study
suggests the existence of a more general set of rules for
magnetic oxides, which are based on the interplay be-
tween (Co/Fe)-vO defects, TM-cation coordination and
topological vacancy disorder. The manipulation of both
ferroelectricity and oxygen vacancies according to such
rules could facilitate applications such as non-volatile
memory, whereas oxygen content-driven phase transi-
tions will provide a path to tune the physical properties
as well as an important strategy for low-temperature
mixed TM electronics.
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2I. CONFIGURATIONS OF OXYGEN VACANCIES FOR δ02
FIG. S1: Configurations of oxygen vacancies for δ02 systems in main text Figure 1. For each Fe-Co orientation considered in
this work, we labeled the different δ02 combinations in terms of the δ01 vacancies displayed in Figure 1.
3II. OXYGEN-VACANCY MIGRATION
In this section we present complementary information associated with the oxygen migrations shown in the Figure 2 of the
article main text as well as the results for two additional migration paths for δ01 systems. In all the cases the intermediate
structural images representing the vO migration are obtained through: (i) a linear interpolation, between the end-structures, of
the atomic coordinates and lattice vectors; (ii) a relaxation of such interpolation using the Nudged Elastic Band method (NEB).
Depending on the end-states magnetic ordering for δ01 and δ02 respectively, which are detailed in Table I of the article, the
migration images were annotated FM or AFM.
A. Migration path between δ01 vacancies in Figure 2: [100]a and [100]c
FIG. S2: (a) Energy profile along the migration path between [100]a (blue disk at 0.0) and [100]c (green disk at 1.0) for:
FM-initialized NEB-relaxed structures (green guiding-lines), and AFM-initialized NEB images (dashed gray guiding-line). (b)
Band gap for the FM NEB paths in panel (a) (corresponding markers and lines); the path preserves the semiconductor features
of STFC. (c) Migrating oxygen fractional-coordinates along the initializing and NEB paths (ground state (gs) among the two
end-vacancies is FM). (d) Magnetic moment “m” of the magnetic TM, and of the whole perovskite supercell for the relaxed
migration path in panel (b) and (c). End-states values are associated with the gs reported in Table I.
4B. Migration path between δ02 vacancies in Figure 2: [100]b′ and [100]e′
FIG. S3: (a) Energy profile along the migration path between [100]b′ (purple disk at 0.0) and [100]e′ (dark-red disk at 1.0) for:
FM-initialized NEB-relaxed structures (green guiding-lines), and AFM-initialized NEB images (dashed gray guiding-line). (b)
Band gap for the FM NEB paths in panel (a) (corresponding markers and lines); the path preserves the semiconductor features
of STFC. (c) Migrating oxygen fractional-coordinates along the initializing and NEB paths (ground state (gs) among the two
end-vacancies is FM). (d) Magnetic moment “m” of the magnetic and initially non-magnetic TM, and of the whole perovskite
supercell for the relaxed migration path in panel (b) and (c). End-states values are associated with the gs reported in Table I.
5C. Other migration paths for δ01
1. Migration connecting symmetry-equivalent vacancies: the case of [100]c
FIG. S4: (a) Energy profile along the migration path between [100]c (green disk at 0.0) and a symmetrically-equivalent vacancy
(black disk at 1.0) for AFM NEB-relaxed structures (both end-vacancies are AFM). (b) Band gap for the migration paths in
panel (a); the path preserves the semiconductor features of STFC. (c) 3D oxygen migration path, in which the Co-vO direction
is oriented always perpendicular to the Fe-Co direction. (d) Magnetic moment “m” of the magnetic TM, and of the whole
perovskite supercell for the relaxed migration path in panel (a). (e) and (f) display the electric polarization lattices calculated
for the relaxed migration paths.
62. Migration connecting non-equivalent vacancies: the case of [100]a and [100]b
FIG. S5: (a) Energy profile along the migration path between [100]a (blue disk at 0.0) and [100]b (red disk at 1.0) for:
FM-initialized NEB-relaxed structures (green guiding-lines), and AFM-initialized NEB images (dashed gray guiding-line). (b)
Band gap for the FM NEB paths in panel (a) (corresponding markers and lines); the relaxed path displays a narrow region in
which STFC could break the semiconductor state. (c) Migrating oxygen fractional-coordinates along the initializing and NEB
paths (ground state (gs) among the two end-vacancies is FM). (d) Magnetic moment “m” of the magnetic TM, and of the whole
perovskite supercell for the relaxed migration path in panel (c). End-states values are associated with the gs reported in Table I.
(e) 3D oxygen migration path, in which the Fe-vO is oriented both parallel and perpendicular to the Fe-Co direction. For
comparison, we have included the {0.0,0.0} marker in the figure panel (b), which corresponds to the open-circle marker at the
0.0 migration coordinate in (a), and represents the metallic state displayed for that vacancy configuration in Figure 1.
7III. CHARGE DENSITY DIFFERENCES
In this section we present complementary information on the charge density differences shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b), as well
as the charge density difference between [100]b, for δ01, and the δ = 0 charge density.
FIG. S6: (a) Charge density difference projected onto a plane defined by the O4 coordinating Co in [100]a. (b) Same as (a) but
for the O4 coordinating Fe in [100]a. Both (a) and (b) planes are perpendicular to the one presented in Figure 4 (a) and the
Co-vO-Fe axis. (c) and (d) present projections associated with the [100]b vacancy configuration, which has a resulting 3D
charge-redistribution that can be observed in panel (e). (f) Charge density difference for [100]c projected onto the plane
perpendicular to the Co-vO direction and containing the Fe-Co arrangements (also normal to the plane shown in Fig. 4 (b)).
